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Abstract—How to escape saddle points is a critical issue in non-
convex optimization. Previous methods on this issue mainly as-
sume that the objective function is Hessian-Lipschitz, which leave
a gap for applications using non-Hessian-Lipschitz functions. In
this paper, we propose Cubic Regularized Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (CR-ADMM) to escape saddle points
of separable non-convex functions containing a non-Hessian-
Lipschitz component. By carefully choosing a parameter, we
prove that CR-ADMM converges to a local minimum of the
original function with a rate of O(1/T 1/3) in time horizon T ,
which is faster than gradient-based methods. We also show that
when one or more steps of CR-ADMM are not solved exactly, CR-
ADMM can converge to a neighborhood of the local minimum.
Through the experiments of matrix factorization problems, CR-
ADMM is shown to have a faster rate and a lower optimality
gap compared with other gradient-based methods. Our approach
can also find applications in other scenarios where regularized
non-convex cost minimization is performed, such as parameter
optimization of deep neural networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-convex optimization, which minimizes a non-convex
objective function, draws more and more attention in machine
learning community due to its wide application, such as matrix
completion, tensor decomposition, phase retrieval, and deep
learning [17]. In general, non-convex optimization is NP-hard
[17]. First order stationary points can be global minima, local
minima, local maxima and saddle points. Fortunately in most
cases, we are satisfied with the local minima of the original
problem. For example, in problems like matrix completion [12],
tensor decomposition [11], and phase retrieval [27], all local
minima are global minima. In deep neural networks, it is found
that the main bottleneck in optimization is not due to local
minima, but the existence of many saddle points [8]. Therefore,
we are more interested in the methods with convergence to
local minima for non-convex optimization problems.

The main focus of this paper is to obtain a local minimum
of non-convex problems with the following form:

min
x∈Rn

h(x) := f(x) + g(x). (1)

where h(x) is non-convex and f(x), g(x) possess different
properties that will be explained in more details later. In
machine learning practice, this form of problems is very
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common, such as a case where f(x) is a loss function and
g(x) is a regularization term. Broadly speaking, this problem
can be attacked in one of two ways.

The first one is to regard h(x) as one function and directly
apply a certain method with convergence to local minima. To
the best of our knowledge, previous works on this kind of
methods mostly assume that h(x) is Hessian-Lipschitz (See
details in Section I-A). So when g(x) or f(x) has no such
property, there exists no theoretical guarantee of reaching a
local minimum using these methods. Recently, Huang et al.
[15] proposed a Perturbed Proximal Descent method to escape
saddle points for non-convex and non-smooth functions, but
its convergence is only guaranteed with a certain probability
and one of their assumptions (Assumption 2 in [15]) is hard
to check.

The second way to solve (1) is to reformulate it as

min
x,y

f(x) + g(y)

s.t. x = y

and then apply ADMM [5] to it. Unfortunately, most previous
non-convex ADMM methods only converge to the first-order
stationary points of the original problem (See details in
Section I-A). Meanwhile, Hong et al. [13] proposed the
gradient ADMM algorithm which can converge to second-
order stationary points with probability one. But they assume
that both f and g are Hessian-Lipschitz and that the initial
point must be chosen randomly.

We can see that the Hessian-Lipschitz assumption is essential
for most of the existing methods. However, this property does
not hold in many scenarios whereby either the loss function
(e.g., huber loss [16]) or the regularizer (e.g., l1 regularizer
for LASSO [28]) is not twice differentiable everywhere. The
reader may refer to Section VI for a specific example.

In this paper, we use the second approach to obtain a local
minima of (1) when f or g is not Hessian-Lipschitz. The
contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a method called Cubic Regularized ADMM

(CR-ADMM) to get a local minimum of (1) globally
(i.e., regardless of where the initial point is) without the
assumption that f and g are all Hessian-Lipschitz. The
algorithm is shown in Section III and its convergence
result is proved in Section IV.

• When CR-ADMM is implemented in practice, one or
more steps may not be solved exactly. In this case we



prove that CR-ADMM can converge to a neighborhood
of a local minimum under mild conditions in Section V.
We also show that the convergence rate of CR-ADMM
is in the same order of Nesterov’s cubic regularization
method [23].

• Through the experiments of matrix factorization problems
in Section VI, we demonstrate the advantages of CR-
ADMM compared with other gradient-base methods,
including its faster rate and smaller optimality gap.

A. Related Works

For general non-convex optimization problems, there are
mainly three types of methods to escape saddle points: Hessian-
based, Hessian-vector-product-based and gradient-based. We
cannot detail all the works due to the fast development of this
area, so we only introduce the most classical and related ones
to our paper.

Hessian-based methods are the most natural way since
strict saddle points can be distinguishable using Hessian
information. Cubic regularization method [23] and trust region
method [9] are two typical Hessian-based methods requiring
the computation of the inverse of the full Hessian per iteration,
which can have a large cost.

In order to reduce the cost, a number of papers explore the
methods taking advantages of Hessian-vector product instead
of the inverse of Hessian. Since the Hessian-vector product
∇2f(x)v can be approximated by ∇f(x+δv)−∇f(x−δv)2δ , this
kind of methods is sometimes regarded as first-order methods.
Among them, Agarwal et al. [3] and Carmon et al. [6] proposed
different Hessian-vector-product-based subroutines to solve the
subproblem of the cubic regularization method [23]. For the
purpose of acceleration, Carmon et al. [7] and Xu et al. [31]
combined the accelerated gradient method [24] and negative
curvature exploitation to get a faster rate to reach a local
minimum.

Gradient-based methods for escaping saddle points is another
hot topic because of their low complexity. The basic principle
behind these methods is to add perturbation to gradient descent
(GD) so that the point can find a descent direction around
the saddle point with high probability. Ge et al. [11] first
proposed a gradient-based method called noisy gradient descent
(NGD) by adding noise to each iteration of gradient descent.
Afterwards Levy [20] improved the rate of NGD by normalizing
the gradient. Jin et al. [18] achieved a better rate by adding
noise to GD periodically only when the gradient is below
some threshold. Jin et al. [19] then proved that adding noise
to accelerated gradient descent [24] can escape saddle points
faster.

It must be noted that the above methods all require the
objective function to be Hessian-Lipschitz. Meanwhile, by
adding noise to proximal gradient descent, Perturbed Proximal
Descent [15] proposed by Huang et al. can escape saddle points
with a high probability, which has a similar setting to ours but
a more complex assumption .

Since our method is related to ADMM, we briefly introduce
previous works on non-convex ADMM. For non-convex non-

smooth optimization problems, Wang et al. [30] and Liu et
al. [21] proposed two different ADMM methods that converge
to a first-order stationary point. If both f and g are Hessian-
Lipschitz and the initial point is chosen randomly, the gradient
ADMM method [13] proposed by Hong et al. can get a second
order stationary point with probability one.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notations

We use upper-case letters X to denote a matrix and lower-
case letters x to denote a vector. Particularly, I is an identity
matrix. X(i, j) is the (i, j)th entry of X and XT is the
transpose of X . We use || · || to denote l2 norm for vectors
and spectral norm for matrices. || · ||F is Frobenius norm for
matrices. λmin(X) means the smallest eigenvalue of X . 〈·, ·〉
denotes a vector inner product. ∇f and ∇2f are the gradient
and Hessian of the function f respectively. For a multivariate
function f , ∂xf |(xt,yt,zt) and ∂2xf |(xt,yt,zt) denote the first-
order and the second-order partial derivatives of f with respect
to x at (xt, yt, zt).

B. Definitions

In this subsection we give some definitions that will be used
in our paper.

Definition 1. An extended value function f : Rn → R ∪
{−∞,∞} is called coercive if f(x)→∞ as ||x|| → ∞

Definition 2. A differentiable function f is L-smooth if for
any x and y

||∇f(x)−∇f(y)|| ≤ L||x− y||

Definition 3. A twice differentiable function f is ρ-Hessian
Lipschitz if for any x and y

||∇2f(x)−∇2f(y)|| ≤ ρ||x− y||

Definition 4. x is a first-order stationary point of a function
f if ∇f(x) = 0. y is a second order stationary point of a
function f if ∇f(y) = 0 and ∇2f(y) is positive semidefinite.
z is a saddle point of f if z is a first-order stationary point of
f but not a local minimum of f .

In this definition, a saddle point can be a local maximum.
Meanwhile, a second order stationary point can still be a saddle
point where λmin(∇2f(x)) = 0. Here we define a strict saddle
point as

Definition 5. x is a strict saddle point of f if it is a first-order
stationary point of f and λmin(∇2f(x)) < 0.

It is easy to see that all the second order stationary points
will be local minima if all the saddle points are strict.

III. PROBLEM SETUP AND ALGORITHM

We consider an optimization problem with the following
form:

min
x∈Rn

h(x) := f(x) + g(x). (2)



Algorithm 1 Cubic Regularized ADMM

1: Initialize x0, y0, γ0, β, T .
2: for t = 0 to T − 1 do
3: xt+1 = arg minx f̄t(x)
4: yt+1 = arg miny ḡt(y)
5: γt+1 = γt + β(xt+1 − yt+1)
6: end for

This form incorporates many problems that appear in machine
learning community. In these problems, f(x) is a loss function
of a regression problem or a representation function formed
by a neural network, and g(x) is a regularization term. Our
aim is to find a local minimum of (2) because in many tasks,
obtaining a local minimum is a satisfying result as mentioned
in Section I. Meanwhile, we have the following assumptions
for (2):

Assumption 1. f(x) + g(x) is lower-bounded and coercive;

Assumption 2. f(x) is ρ-Hessian Lipschitz, probably non-
convex;

Assumption 3. g(x) is Lg-smooth and convex. Meanwhile,
g(x) is twice differentiable in some neighborhood of the first-
order stationary points of h(x);

Assumption 4. h(x) is ζ-strict saddle, i.e., all its saddle points
satisfy λmin(∇2h(x)) < −ζ for some ζ > 0.

Among these assumptions, Assumption 1-3 are common
ones in optimization literature. Assumption 4 states that the
saddle points of h are all strict saddle points, which means
the second order stationary points are the local minima of h.
Many problems we are interested in satisfy this property [26].
In fact, previous methods to escape saddle points mentioned in
Section I-A assume this property, so that Hessian information
can distinguish saddle points from local minima or gradient
descent with noise can find a descent direction around saddle
points in a probability related to ζ.

The separation of h as f and g is also flexible to satisfy
these assumptions. For example, if g is non-convex and Lg

2 -
smooth, we can reset f̃(x) = f(x)− Lg

4 ||x−x
′||2 and g̃(x) =

g(x) +
Lg

4 ||x − x′||2 for some x′. Then h = f̃ + g̃ with
Assumption 3 satisfied.

Previous methods mentioned in Section I-A cannot be
directly applied to h(x) (at least without theoretical guarantees)
when g(x) is not Hessian Lipschitz. To overcome this short-
coming, we proposed a new method called Cubic Regularized
ADMM which can converge to a local minimum of (2).

First, we transfer (2) to the equivalent problem with the
following form:

min
x,y

f(x) + g(y).

s.t. x = y
(3)

Now we present CR-ADMM in Algorithm 1 based on (3) and
its augmented Lagrangian function

Lβ(x, y, γ) = f(x) + g(y) + γT (x− y) +
β

2
||x− y||2. (4)

where γ ∈ Rn is the multiplier and β > 0 is a constant. In
this algorithm,

f̄t(x) = Lβ(xt, yt, γt) + 〈∇f(xt) + γt + β(xt − yt), x− xt〉

+
1

2

〈
(∇2f(xt) + βI)(x− xt), x− xt

〉
+
ρ

6
||x− xt||3

ḡt(y) = f(xt+1) + g(y) + γTt (xt+1 − y) +
β

2
||xt+1 − y||2

In fact, f̄t(x) is the upper second order approximation of
Lβ(x, yt, γt) because f is ρ-Hessian Lipschitz [23], and
ḡt(y) = Lβ(xt+1, y, γt).

In Step 3, we need to find the global minimum of f̄t(x).
The methods for implementing this step are well developed by
several papers. In [23], the authors transformed this step into
one-dimensional equation which can be solved by a technique
for the needs of trust region methods. In [6], gradient descent is
demonstrated to be an efficient method to find the approximate
global minimum with high probability. Besides, Agarwal et al.
[3] showed an accelerated method by applying fast approximate
matrix inverse and eigenvector computations. It is noted that
the later two methods only need to compute Hessian-vector
products ∇2f(x)v.

In Step 4, since ḡt(y) is strongly convex for β > 0, we only
need to find the first-order stationary point of ḡt(y), which
satisfies,

∇g(yt+1)− γt − β(xt+1 − yt+1) = 0. (5)

In practice, we prefer to choose g(y) that makes (5) easily
solved. For machine learning problems, we often regard the
regularizer as g(y) since it often takes a simple form. If (5)
cannot be solved directly, we can use the gradient descent
method as a subsolver.

The novelty of CR-ADMM is that by utilizing ADMM, we
can tackle the different properties of two components with their
suitable methods. Meanwhile, its performance is comparable
to Nesterov’s cubic regularization method [23], which will be
analyzed in the following two sections.

IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

First we give the convergence result of CR-ADMM by the
following theorem. Then we prove this theorem by showing
that each step of CR-ADMM gives the augmented Lagrangian
function (4) a sufficient descent.

Theorem 1. If Assumption 1, 2, 3 and 4 are satisfied
with 2Lg < ζ, then for CR-ADMM with 2Lg < β < ζ,
{(xt, yt, γt)}t is a bounded sequence and xt converges to
a local minimum of (2).

Remark 1. Sometimes the requirement 2Lg < ζ needs not be
strictly satisfied for the convergence to a local minimum. The
experiment of Figure 3a in Section VI is such an example and
the reason will be explained in the corresponding part.



To prove this theorem, we will present three lemmas related
to Step 3, 4 and 5 of our algorithm. Each lemma gives a bound
of the descent of (4) in the corresponding step.

Lemma 1. For Step 3 of CR-ADMM, we have

Lβ(xt, yt, γt)− Lβ(xt+1, yt, γt) ≥
ρ

12
||xt+1 − xt||3

Proof. It directly comes from Lemma 4 of [23] since f is
ρ-Hessian Lipschitz.

Lemma 2. For Step 4 of CR-ADMM, we have

Lβ(xt+1, yt, γt)− Lβ(xt+1, yt+1, γt)

≥ β − Lg
2
||yt+1 − yt||2.

Proof. See Proof of Lemma 2 in [1].

Lemma 3. For Step 5 of CR-ADMM, we have

Lβ(xt+1, yt+1, γt)− Lβ(xt+1, yt+1, γt+1)

≥ −
L2
g

β
||yt+1 − yt||2

Proof. See Proof of Lemma 3 in [1].

With these lemmas, we can turn to the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof. First we prove that the sequence {Lβ(xt, yt, γt)}t is
lower-bounded:

Lβ(xt, yt, γt)

= f(xt) + g(yt) + γTt (xt − yt) +
β

2
||xt − yt||2

= f(xt) + g(yt) +∇g(yt)
T (xt − yt) +

β

2
||xt − yt||2 (6)

≥ f(xt) + g(xt) +
β − Lg

2
||xt − yt||2 (7)

where (6) is from Proof of Lemma 3, (7) is from Lg-smoothness
of g (Lemma 2 of [21]). (7) is lower-bounded because of
Assumption 1 and β > 2Lg .

Denote the lower bound as L∗β . Based on Lemma 1, 2 and
3, we have

Lβ(xt, yt, γt)− Lβ(xt+1, yt+1, γt+1)

≥ ρ

12
||xt+1 − xt||3 + (

β − Lg
2

−
L2
g

β
)||yt+1 − yt||2 (8)

When β > 2Lg, (8) is nonnegative, which means
{Lβ(xt, yt, γt)}t is decreasing and upper-bounded by
Lβ(x0, y0, γ0). Therefore, f(xt) + g(xt) +

β−Lg

2 ||xt− yt||2 is
also upper-bounded by (7). From coerciveness of f(x) + g(x)
and Step 5 of CR-ADMM, {(xt, yt, γt)}t is a bounded
sequence. Now,

Lβ(x0, y0, γ0)− L∗β

≥
∞∑
t=0

{Lβ(xt, yt, γt)− Lβ(xt+1, yt+1, γt+1)}

Then when t→∞, ||xt+1−xt|| and ||yt+1−yt|| will converge
to 0 by (8). From Proof of Lemma 3 and Lg smoothness of g,
we have

||γt+1 − γt|| = ||∇g(yt+1)−∇g(yt)|| ≤ Lg||yt+1 − yt||

Then ||γt+1 − γt|| will also converge to 0. Define

pt = ∂xLβ |(xt+1,yt,γt) (9)

qt = λmin(∂2xLβ |(xt+1,yt,γt)) (10)

We have

||xt+1 − xt|| ≥ max

{√
1

ρ
||pt||,−

2

3ρ
qt

}
→ 0 (11)

||∂γLβ |(xt,yt,γt)|| = ||xt − yt|| =
1

β
||γt − γt−1|| → 0 (12)

||∂yLβ |(xt,yt,γt)|| = ||∇g(yt)− γt − β(xt − yt)|| → 0 (13)

where (11) is from Lemma 5 of [23], (12) is from Step 5 of
CR-ADMM, and (13) is from Proof of Lemma 3 and (12).
Denote (x∗, y∗, γ∗) as the limit point of {(xt, yt, γt)}t. Then

0 = ∂γLβ |(x∗,y∗,γ∗) = x∗ − y∗ (14)
0 = ∂xLβ |(x∗,y∗,γ∗) = ∇f(x∗) + γ∗ + β(x∗ − y∗) (15)

0 � ∂2xLβ |(x∗,y∗,γ∗) = ∇2f(x∗) + βI (16)
0 = ∂yLβ |(x∗,y∗,γ∗) = ∇g(y∗)− γ∗ − β(x∗ − y∗) (17)

From (14), (15) and (17), we know that x∗ is the first-order sta-
tionary point of h(x), i.e.,∇f(x∗)+∇g(x∗) = 0. If x∗ is a sad-
dle point of h(x), then λmin(∇2h(x∗)) < −ζ by Assumption
4. Since g is convex, we have λmin(∇2f(x∗)) < −ζ by Weyl’s
theorem [14]. Since β < ζ , we have λmin(∇2f(x∗)+βI) < 0,
which contradicts (16). Meanwhile, if x∗ is a local minimum
(i.e., ∇2f(x∗) + ∇2g(x∗) � 0), (16) will be satisfied given
that g is Lg-smooth (i.e., ∇2g(x∗) � LgI) and β > 2Lg. So
x∗ is a local minimum of h(x).

From the proof, we can see that if Assumption 4 is not
satisfied or ζ is unknown, CR-ADMM with β = 2Lg + δ can
escape saddle points satisfying λmin(∇2h(x)) < −2Lg − δ
for any δ > 0. In machine learning practice, the coefficient of
the regularizer is usually very small (like 0.25 in [22]), which
leads to a small Lg if we treat the regularizer as g.

V. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

In this section, we will discuss the performance of CR-
ADMM when Step 3 or 4 is not solved exactly in the
implementation of CR-ADMM. It often happens when we
use a subsolver for Step 3 or 4, or we make a approximation
of f or g. First we give our definition of an ε-inexact output
for one iteration of CR-ADMM.

Definition 6. (xt, yt, γt) is called an ε-inexact output for t-th
iteration of CR-ADMM if Lβ(xt, yt, γt) is lower-bounded by
some value Λ and

Lβ(xt, yt, γt)− Lβ(xt+1, yt+1, γt+1) ≥ ρ

12
||xt+1 − xt||3

+ (
β − Lg

2
−
L2
g

β
)||yt+1 − yt||2 − ε (18)



for some ε > 0.

We can see that the above inequality is the same with (8) if
ε = 0, which is satisfied for an exact output. We will show later
that for a wide range of inexact subsolvers and approximations
of CR-ADMM, their outputs satisfy the above definition. But
first we present the convergence result of CR-ADMM when
each iteration of CR-ADMM has an ε-inexact output.

Theorem 2. If Assumption 1, 2, 3 and 4 are satisfied with
2Lg < ζ and (xt, yt, γt) is an ε-inexact output for each t,
then for CR-ADMM with 2Lg < β < ζ , we have the following
bounds after T iterations:

||∂γLβ |(xt′ ,yt′−1,γt′−1)
|| ≤ c1(Lg + β)

β
Π

1
2

||∂yLβ |(xt′ ,yt′−1,γt′−1)
|| ≤ c1(Lg + β)Π

1
2

max

{√
1

ρ
||pt′−1||,−

2

3ρ
qt′−1

}
≤ c2Π

1
3 ,

where pt is defined in (9), qt is defined in (10), and

t′ = arg min
1≤t≤T

θt,

θt =
ρ

12
||xt − xt−1||3 + (

β − Lg
2

−
L2
g

β
)||yt − yt−1||2,

c1 =

√√√√ 1
β−Lg

2 − L2
g

β

, c2 = 3

√
12

ρ
,

Π =
εT + (Lβ(x0, y0, γ0)− Λ)

T
.

Proof. See Proof of Theorem 2 in [1]

From (14), (15), (16), (17) and the above theorem, we know
that xt′ or yt′−1 is in a small neighborhood of a local minimum
of h(x) when ε sufficiently small and T sufficiently large. If
ε = 0, CR-ADMM will reach a local minimum when T →∞,
as proved in Theorem 1. In this case, Π = O(1/T ) and we
can get the convergence rate of CR-ADMM as follows.

Corollary 1. If Assumption 1, 2, 3 and 4 are satisfied with
2Lg < ζ, then for CR-ADMM with 2Lg < β < ζ, after T
iterations, we have

||∂γLβ |(xt′ ,yt′−1,γt′−1)
|| = O(1/T 1/2)

||∂yLβ |(xt′ ,yt′−1,γt′−1)
|| = O(1/T 1/2)

max

{√
1

ρ
||pt′−1||,−

2

3ρ
qt′−1

}
= O(1/T 1/3)

with the same notations in Theorem 2.

The O(1/T 1/3) rate is in the same order with Nesterov’s
cubic regularization method (please refer to Theorem 1 of [23]),
so CR-ADMM conserves the advantages of cubic regularization,
which has a faster rate than gradient-based methods [19] .

Now we present some cases where Definition 6 is satisfied.

A. Gradient Descent as a Subsolver

As mentioned in Section III, Step 3 or 4 can be solved via
gradient descent. If this subsolver is running for a finite time
horizon, we may get an inexact output for the corresponding
step. Take Step 3 for example. Carmon et al. [6] proved
that gradient descent approximates the global minimum of
f̄t to within ε accuracy in O(log(1/ε)) steps for small ε. If
f̄t(xt+1) − f̄t(x

∗
t+1) < ε where xt+1 is the output of this

subslover for Step 3 and x∗t+1 is the global minimum of f̄t,
then

Lβ(xt, yt, γt)− Lβ(xt+1, yt, γt)

≥ Lβ(xt, yt, γt)− f̄t(xt+1) (19)
= Lβ(xt, yt, γt)− f̄t(x∗t+1) + f̄t(x

∗
t+1)− f̄t(xt+1)

≥ ρ

12
||xt+1 − xt||3 − ε (20)

where (19) is from the fact that f̄t(xt+1) is the upper second
order approximation of Lβ(xt+1, yt, γt) and (20) is from
Lemma 4 of [23]. Meanwhile, the inequalities in Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3 remain intact. Then we can check that (18) is satisfied.
Using the same proof in (7), we can check that Lβ(xt, yt, γt)
is lower-bounded. Then Definition 6 can be applied to this
case.

B. Stochastic Approximation of f̄t

In machine learning practice, we often encounter the problem
where f(x) = 1

n

∑n
i=1 fi(x; ξi) or f(x) = Eξ∼D[f(x; ξ)] for

some distribution D. The former is often called empirical risk
and the latter called population risk [4]. In this case, we can
use stochastic cubic regularization method proposed in [29] to
reduce computation cost, where f̄t(x) is replaced by

f̃t(x) = Lβ(xt, yt, γt) + 〈dt + γt + β(xt − yt), x− xt〉

+
1

2
〈(Bt + βI)(x− xt), x− xt〉+

ρ

6
||x− xt||3

where dt = 1
|S1|

∑
ξi∈S1

∇fi(x; ξi), Bt =
1
|S2|

∑
ξi∈S2

∇2fi(x; ξi), and S1, S2 are two independent
minibatch samples from data points at each iteration. It can be
proved that when |S1|, |S2| are sufficiently large, (20) holds
in high probability with small ε by a similar proof in Section
4.1 of [29]. Then same with Section V-A, we can prove that
Definition 6 is satisfied for this case in high probability.

C. Smooth Approximation of g

In some applications such as LASSO [28], the regularizer
(often regarded as g) is non-smooth. In this case, we can use
a smooth approximation of g to run our algorithm. We call a
non-smooth function g(x) (a, b)-smoothable, if we can find a
smooth approximation gµ(x) with the following properties:

gµ(x) ≤ g(x) ≤ gµ(x) + bµ,∀x; (21)

gµ(x) is
a

µ
-smooth. (22)



For example, for l1 regularizer g(x) =
∑n
i=1 |xi|, we can

approximate it by gµ(x) =
∑n
i=1 l(xi) where l(·) is called a

huber function [16] formulated as

l(xi) =

{
x2i /(2µ) if |xi| < µ

|xi| − µ/2 else
(23)

For this approximation, we have gµ(x) ≤ g(x) ≤ gµ(x)+nµ/2
and gµ is 1

µ -smooth. So l1 regularizer is (1, n/2)-smoothable.
The readers may refer to [2] for more examples.

When g is (a, b)-smoothable and gµ is convex, we can
replace g(y) with gµ(y) in Step 4 of CR-ADMM. Then Lemma
2 changes to

Lβ(xt+1, yt, γt)− Lβ(xt+1, yt+1, γt)

= g(yt)− g(yt+1)− 〈γt, yt − yt+1〉

− 〈yt − yt+1, β(xt+1 − yt+1)〉+
β

2
||yt+1 − yt||2

≥ gµ(yt)− gµ(yt+1)− bµ− 〈∇gµ(yt+1), yt − yt+1〉

+
β

2
||yt+1 − yt||2 (24)

≥ β − a/µ
2

||yt+1 − yt||2 − bµ. (25)

where (24) is from (21) and ∇gµ(yt+1) = γt+β(xt+1−yt+1),
and (25) is from (22). Meanwhile, Lemma 1 and Lemma 3
remain the same with Lg = a/µ. So (18) is satisfied with
ε = bµ. f(xt) + gµ(yt) + γTt (xt− yt) + β

2 ||xt− yt||
2 is lower-

bounded with the same argument of (7), so with (21) we
know that f(xt) + g(yt) + γTt (xt − yt) + β

2 ||xt − yt||
2 is also

lower-bounded. Then Definition 6 is satisfied.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we use the example of symmetric matrix
factorization to demonstrate the advantages of our algorithm.
Symmetric matrix factorization is a standard technique in
clustering by providing low-rank decompositions of matrices
[10]. With an l1 regularizer for the purpose of regularization
[25], the problem can be formulated as:

min
X∈Rn×k

1

2
||XXT − Z||2F + λ

n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

|X(i, j)| (26)

where Z ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric matrix. We denote the
above objective function as h(X). Meanwhile we regard
1
2 ||XX

T−Z||2F as f(X) and λ
∑n
i=1

∑k
j=1 |X(i, j)| as g(X).

Since it is not easy to identify saddle points in large scale
matrix factorization, we first consider a low dimensional case,
where the saddle points can be shown in a 3-dimensional plot.
Particularly, we let X ∈ R2, and Z ∈ R2×2 is a matrix with
all entries equal to 1. Additionally, we set λ = 0.1.

Before we use our algorithm, we need to smoothen g(X).
As mentioned in Section V-C, we can use the huber function
defined in (23) as a smooth approximation and then (26)
becomes

min
X∈Rn×k

1

2
||XXT − Z||2F + λ

n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

l(X(i, j)) (27)

Fig. 1: 3-dimensional plot of hµ(X) with µ = 0.01

Now we define hµ(X) as the above objective function and
gµ(X) = λ

∑n
i=1

∑k
j=1 l(X(i, j)). For hµ(X), it is easy to

see that Assumption 1 is satisfied. For Assumption 2, we
know that f(X) is 12Γ

1
2 -Hessian Lipschitz inside the region

{X|||X||2 < Γ} when Γ is sufficiently large by Lemma 6 of
[18]. Intuitively, Step 3 of our algorithm will constrict {Xt}t
inside a certain area such that ||Xt||2 < Γ for each t. Since
it is not the focus of the paper, we omit the detailed proof.
Figure 2 presented later will also justify this claim. It is easy to
check Assumption 3 for gµ(X). To check whether Assumption
4 are satisfied, we need to identify the local minima and saddle
points of hµ(X). Figure 1 shows the 3-dimensional plot of
hµ(X) where g is approximated by the huber function (23)
with µ = 0.01. We can see that there exists two local minima
[0.98, 0.98]T , [−0.98,−0.98]T and one saddle point [0, 0]T .
With careful calculations, hµ(X) is ζ-strict with ζ = 3.8.

In the following part, four algorithms will be used to solve
(27): gradient descent (GD), noisy gradient descent (NGD) [11],
normalized noisy gradient descent (NNGD) [20] along with
our proposed CR-ADMM. Even though there is no theoretical
guarantee of escaping saddle points when hµ is not Hessian-
Lipschitz, we still use NGD and NNGD as a benchmark because
of their low complexity. Meanwhile, since g(X) and gµ(X)
are neither twice differentiable everywhere, we cannot use
Hessian-based or Hessian-vector-product-based methods. We
choose X0 = [−2, 2]T as the initial point for all these four
methods. Constant stepsizes are adopted for GD, NGD and
NNGD. The parameters (such as β in CR-ADMM, stepsize in
gradient descent) of each method are chosen to achieve its best
performance. For CR-ADMM, we run the method proposed
in [6] as a subsolver to solve Step 3, so we only need the
gradient information in CR-ADMM. While two variables X
and Y are used in CR-ADMM, we only choose the X value
to plot the figures.

First, we plot the trajectories of CR-ADMM and GD in
the contour lines of hµ(X) with µ = 0.01 to compare their
behaviors around the saddle point in Figure 2. We can see that
for GD, {Xt}t is trapped at the saddle point, while for CR-
ADMM, {Xt}t escapes the saddle point with few iterations.
Additionally, because of low gradient values, GD makes {Xt}t
move very slowly near the saddle point. CR-ADMM avoids
this situation by utilizing the cubic regularization.



(a) GD in the contour lines of hµ(X) with µ = 0.01

(b) CR-ADMM in the contour lines of hµ(X) with µ = 0.01

Fig. 2: Comparison of GD and CR-ADMM around the saddle
point

In Figure 3 we compare the rates of CR-ADMM, GD, NGD
and NNGD applied to (27). For NGD, we run it two times with
different noise levels: 0.01N (0, 1) and 0.0001N (0, 1), where
N (0, 1) is a standard normal random variable. For NNGD,
the noise is 0.0001N (0, 1). Meanwhile, Figure 3a and 3b
correspond to hµ(X) with µ = 0.01 and 2 respectively. The
optimality gap is defined as h(Xt)− h(X∗) where h(X∗) is
the value of the global minimum of (26).

For µ = 0.01, CR-ADMM has the fastest rate and the lowest
final optimality gap. Interestingly, 2Lg < ζ is not satisfied as
required in Theorem 2 in this case (ζ = 3.8 and Lg = 10), but
CR-ADMM still convergences to a small neighborhood of a
local minimum. It is because in the most area of the trajectory
of CR-ADMM, Lg is actually 0 where gµ is locally a linear
function. Lg is large only when any entry of X is close to
0. It happens only in few iterations of CR-ADMM with little
impact. For GD, the iterations are trapped at the saddle point
of hµ(X), resulting in the largest optimality gap. For NGD,
we can see that a greater noise level will help escape the saddle
point more quickly, but meanwhile yield a greater optimality
gap. For NNGD, we can see that it escapes the saddle point
more quickly than NGD with the same noise level. But it is
unstable with a large optimality gap.

For µ = 2, the final optimality gaps are the same for
CR-ADMM and NGD. In fact, as we can see in Figure
2, the trajectories of the algorithms are within the region
{X||X(1, 1)| ≤ 2, |X(1, 2)| ≤ 2}. In this region, hµ(X) is
Hessian Lipschitz when µ = 2, and NGD is proved to have
a good performance [11]. Meanwhile, CR-ADMM is still the
fastest to achieve the final gap. There is little change for GD
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Fig. 3: Optimality gap v.s. iterations for GD, NGD, NNGD
and CR-ADMM applied to hµ(X) in low dimension

and NNGD.
Now we experiment CR-ADMM when Z in (26) has a high

dimension. Particularly, we set Z as a 100×100 matrix of rank
10. We aim to find a 100× 10 matrix X to minimize h(X) in
(26). Similar to the proof of Lemma 7 in [18], we can show
that h(X) has multiple local minima and strict saddle points.
Same with the experiments in Figure 3, we first smoothen
g(X) and then apply CR-ADMM, GD, NNGD and NGD with
two noise levels to (27). All the parameters in these algorithms
are chosen to achieve their best performance. Meanwhile, the
initial point of X is the same for all these algorithms, which
is a 100× 10 matrix with all entries equal to 1. Since we do
not know the local minima they may reach, we use the value
of h(Xt) as the performance metric.

In Figure 4a and 4b, we plot the rates of the algorithms
applied to hµ(X) with µ = 0.01 and µ = 1. Similar
phenomena can be observed compared with Figure 3, except
NNGD has a comparable rate with CR-ADMM. But NNGD
is not stable and has a larger objective value than CR-ADMM.
Note that since the values are in the level of 102, the differences
are not as obvious as Figure 3, but they are actually much
larger than the previous low dimensional case. We can see that
CR-ADMM achieves the lowest value among these methods.

VII. CONCLUSION

We consider the fast solution of a class of non-convex
optimization problems that accommodates many machine
learning applications, most notably regularized cost mini-
mization. In view of the commonly used regularizers, we
released the Hessian-Lipschitz requirement of existing designs
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Fig. 4: Objective value v.s. iterations for GD, NGD, NNGD
and CR-ADMM applied to hµ(X) in high dimension

to develop a novel cubic regularized alternating direction
method of multipliers (CR-ADMM) algorithm. We proved
that our algorithm converges to a local optimum in a rate
comparable to Nesterov’s cubic regularization method. We
also considered an imperfect variation of our algorithm that
accommodates errors in its steps, and proved its convergence
to a small neighborhood of a local minimum. We tested
our algorithms comprehensively for the well-known matrix
factorization problem, and observed its fast convergence as
well as accuracy compared to the state-of-art gradient-based
methods. It remains for future research whether CR-ADMM
can be accelerated using Nesterov’s technique [24].
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